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Highlights
• Using Dryvit’s Outsulation® MD system with
Reflectit coating created an energy-efficient
building with a carbon footprint almost three times
smaller than metal panels.
• The facade was extended in the front elevation along
the street frontage to define a new, elegant entry,
accessed through a new, landscaped courtyard.
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Missouri General Contractor g Curb Appeal for
’s Office

Renovation of existing

split block government
building
with sweeping radius wall creates stunning transformation
entrance

A utilitarian former state

vehicle

emission testing building
just outside
of St. Louis, Missouri has
been

transformed into an eye-catching
office building thanks to
the
remarkable ability of Dryvit’s
new
Reflectit finish to replicate
the look
of metal panels at a budget-friend
ly
cost.
Or, as building owner and
Contractor Gus Cervetto,
General
Principal of the CB&E Construction
Group in
Chesterfield, Missouri put
it: “Using Reflectit gave
us an opportunity to reclaim
Project Name:
a building that was on the
Office Building
death watch.”

Chesterfield, MO

The original state vehicle

“Using Dryvit’s new Reflectit
finish gave us an opportunity to
reclaim a building that was on
the death watch.”
– Building owner and General Contractor Gus
Cervetto, Principal of the CB&E Construction
Group in Chesterfield, Missouri

emission testing building
was, like many government
buildings, designed to be
fairly Spartan. The most
distinguishing characteristic
of the simple, split-block
exterior box were the dual
garage bays on both ends
of the building. In its earlier
use, vehicles would simply
drive in one end of the
building, get the emission
test, and then drive out the
other side. When the state
of Missouri suspended the
operation of the testing facilities
years ago, the
building was placed up for
sale. For many years, it
attracted little interest due
to the fairly unusual building
use and configuration. Despite
an excellent
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It sure is.
Dryvit Reflectit™
Coating Creates
Eye-Popping
Curb Appeal for
Missouri General
Contractor’s Office

before

“Using Dryvit’s Reflectit coating
created the opportunity for us to
ultimately capture the project.”
– Rick Faulkner
Vice President, Project Management
T.J. Wies Contracting

after

PROJECT NAME:
Office Building, Chesterfield, MO
ARCHITECT:
Gray Design Group, St. Louis, MO
DRYVIT SYSTEM & FINISHES:
Outsulation® MD System, Reflectit
GC:
CB&E Construction Group, Chesterfield, MO
DRYVIT APPLICATOR:
T.J. Wies Contracting, Lake St. Louis, MO
DRYVIT DISTRIBUTOR:
Ceiling Supply, St. Louis, MO

Renovation of existing split face block government building creates
stunning transformation with sweeping radius wall entrance

The story:
What

Where

Unattractive former state vehicle emission testing
building just outside of St. Louis becomes an eyecatching office building.

Excellent location in the fast-growing Chesterfield
Valley region of Missouri.

Why
Building was up for sale. No one saw the potential in
repurposing it.

How
Dryvit’s Reflectit coating replicated the look of metal
panels at a budget-friendly cost.

